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Abstract: A new risk monitor system was proposed not only to prevent severe accident in daily operation but 

also serve to mitigate the radiological hazard after severe accident consequences. The configuration of the 

proposed risk monitor system is the plant Defense-in-Depth (DiD) risk monitor system and the reliability 

monitors for the subsystems of the nuclear power plant. The software for the plant DiD risk monitor system 

was designed based on the object oriented module and then the knowledge-based software was developed 

utilizing the Unified Modeling Language (UML). Currently there are mainly two functions in the developed 

plant DiD risk monitor software that are knowledge-based editor which is used to model the system in a 

hierarchical manner and the interaction simulator that simulates the interactions between the different actors 

in the model. In this paper, a model for playing its behavior is called an Actor which is modeled at the top 

level. The passive safety AP1000 power plant was studied and the Small Break LOCA (SBLOCA) design 

basis accident transient is modeled using the plant DiD risk monitor software. Each plant DiD risk model for 

the sub system is modeled based on the simulated transient sequences. Furthermore, the simulation result is 

shown for the interaction between the actors which are defined in the plant risk monitor system as PLANT 

actor, OPERATOR actor and SUPERVISOR actor. This paper shows that it is feasible to model the nuclear 

power plant knowledge base using the software modeling technique. The software can make the large 

knowledge base for the nuclear power plant with small effort. 
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1 Introduction
1
 

A new risk monitor system
[1]

 that was proposed by 

the authors is under development. In the proposed 

risk monitor system, it is designed not only to prevent 

severe accident in daily operation but also serve to 

mitigate the radiological hazard after severe accident 

consequences
[2]

. The conspicuous features of the 

proposed risk monitor system comparing with the 

existing risk monitors
[3]

 and living PSA
[4]

 basically 

lie on the following two points: (i) The range of risk 

is not limited to core melt accidents but includes all 

kinds of negative outcome events, i.e., not only 

precursor troubles and incidents but also any types of 

hazard states resulting from severe accident, and (ii) 

The whole system of the proposed risk monitor 

system that was shown in Fig. 1 consists of plant 

Defense-in-Depth (DiD) risk monitor system and 

reliability monitor. The plant DiD risk monitor 

system predicts and valuates plausible risk state from 
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the perspective of the whole plant, and several 

reliability monitors evaluates the reliability of 

individual subsystems to fulfill their designed 

function successfully under the prescribed conditions 

which are given by the plant DiD risk monitor system. 

The relationship between the both monitors was 

discussed 
[5]

. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  The proposed risk monitor system. 
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In Fig. 1, various Knowledge Bases (KBs) which will 

be used both for plant DiD risk monitor system and 

reliability monitors are listed up in the block which is 

indicated as “KB for risk monitor”. The plant DiD 

risk monitor system will identify every potential risk 

state caused by any conceivable event in the plant 

system as a whole while events aris ing from common 

cause factors and human factors should be taken into 

account. Reliability evaluation for a sub-system is 

made by the reliability monitor by using a 

combination of FMEA and GO-FLOW
[6]

. Reliability 

is normally defined as the successful rate of a 

system‟s performance that will fulfill its expected 

function when it is requested. In the safety design of 

nuclear power plant (NPP), reliability of safety 

functions is enhanced by principles of diversity, 

redundancy and physical separation. The reliability 

monitor had been extensively studied for the safety 

system of conventional Pressurized Water Reactor 

(PWR)
 [7]

 and advanced PWR AP1000
[8]

. 

 

In the new risk monitor system, the risk level
[2]

 is 

decided by following factors: (i) status of individual 

subsystems and equipment for maintaining the safety 

function of STOP, COOL and CONTAIN, (ii) Degree 

of redundancy, diversity, physical separation, (iii) 

Kind of initiating events, common cause factors of 

internal and external events, and (iv) Kind of reactor 

state which includes full power operation 

with/without online maintenance, various stage of 

shutdown maintenance. The example of deciding the 

risk level is given in Table 1. 

 

In the new risk monitor system, the dynamic risk 

monitor to display the risk level changing with time 

for the operator in main control room is shown in Fig. 

2. It can be seen that time varying risk state is 

displayed as a moving point (trajectory of yellow 

point) on TL-plane, where T is time margin until 

reactor becomes dangerous state and L is safety 

margin of various plant parameters which represent 

the status of three safety functions of STOP, COOL 

and CONTAIN. The visualization of different risk 

level of risk ranking is constituted by multiple sheets 

as defined in Table 1. The origin O of LT-plane 

means danger point (L0, T0) within a risk ranking 

level 0, where T0 and L0 mean no time margin and no 

safety margin to go from a risk ranking level 0 to 

level1. The yellow point of this dynamic risk monitor 

display will change in accordance with the change of 

DiD, that is, degree of intactness of multiple barriers 

as well as the three safety functions. The risk level 0 

is the situation when all safety functions are intact. 

But even if the risk level is 0, the reliability of the 

plant in operation will change from time to time 

depending on how the redundancy, diversity and 

physical separation of the individual equipment and 

components are maintained and on the margin of 

plant parameters to the safety limit. In case of risk 

level larger than 0 where either or all safety functions 

will be lost, the degree of risk should be decided by 

evaluating by what degree the plant would be 

damaged based on accident phenomena and their 

consequences. 

 

Table 1. Risk level in the risk monitor system 

Risk 

level 

Stop  Cool Contain Possibility of severe 

accident 

0 1 1 1 
No risk safety shutdown, cooled 

and no release 

1 1 1 0 No severe accident phenomena, 
but some problem in containment 

2 1 0 1 
Loss of not so serious cooling 

function, safety shutdown, but 
cooling failed but no release 

3 1 0 0 
Serious severe accident possible 

safety shutdown, but both cooling 
and contain function failed 

3 0 1 1 

Severe accident may be 
suppressed by engineering safety 

feature function, shutdown failed 
but cooling and no release 

3 0 1 0 
Some contain function failed 

shutdown failed, cooled but  
released 

4 0 0 1 

Serious though severe accident  

phenomena occur because 
containment function succeeded 

shutdown failed, cooling failed but  
no release 

5 0 0 0 Worst severe accident because all 
safety functions failed 

Safety line

Danger line

L (Safety margin for origin O)

T
(T

im
e 

fo
r 

o
ri

g
in

 O
)

O

Risk level 2

Risk level 1

Risk level 0
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 safety point
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Fig. 2.  Visualization of dynamic changing risk. 
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As one of the two layers of the proposed risk monitor 

system, the reliability monitor system is studied using 

the GO-FLOW and FMEA. But the plant DiD risk 

monitor system which is the user interface for the 

operators as the other layer should be designed and 

developed. In the authors‟ proposal, the plant DiD 

risk monitor system can build up the knowledge base 

for the NPPs including the successful scenarios and 

the failure scenarios for each subsystems. The plant 

DiD risk monitor system can monitor the functions of 

the subsystems in the NPPs and inform operators the 

plant state. In case of accident, the plant DiD risk 

monitor system can help the operator to make the 

correct action to mitigate the impact of the accident. 

So that the plant DiD risk monitor system can help 

the operator to monitor the plant systems and relieve 

the operators‟ work load. 

 

This paper focuses on the software design and 

development for the plant DiD risk monitor system 

and the application demonstration for the AP1000 

plant SBLOCA transient. As a part of the new risk 

monitor system, the software can model the plant 

systems in the state manner. The remaining of this 

paper is organized as following: Section 2 presents 

the software design for the DiD risk monitor system. 

Section 3 presents the developed software for the 

plant DiD risk monitor system. Section 4 presents the 

application in passive safety AP1000 of the plant DiD 

risk monitor system in the SBLOCA scenario to 

demonstrate the main function of the software. The 

conclusions and future work are given in Section 5. 

 

2 Software design for the plant DiD 

risk monitor system 

Based on the study
[1]-[5]

 to the proposed risk monitor 

system, the following requirements from (A) to (D) 

are summarized and they are utilized as the basis of 

integrated functional modeling method to design the 

plant DiD risk monitor system. 

 

(A) State transition diagram  

This is to be realized as object-oriented modules for 

the abstracted state transition of machine and plant 

system by the principle of machine, where the 

following conditions should be equipped: 

(i) Relation between original state, external input or 

disturbance and outcome state should be 

semantically described. 

(ii)  The state transition will be caused by either 

autonomous machine behavior or 

human-machine interaction. Then trigger 

condition of state transition should be described. 

(iii)  Each state should assign both the risk level and 

the degree of risk defined in Table 1. The risk 

level distinguishes the risk state in accordance 

with whether or not three safety functions of 

STOP, COOL and CONTAIN are maintained, 

while the degree of risk gives quantitative r isk 

state by appropriate computational method. 

 

(B) Basic task element diagram 

This is also to be realized as object-oriented modules 

for individual basic task elements seen in the related 

procedure or guidelines, where the following 

conditions should be equipped: 

(i) Name; explain its meaning 

(ii)  Action; what to see and by what way to judge 

(iii)  Means; what to do for which by what way 

(iv) Right outcome; what‟s target result by what 

criterion to judge as right and what to do next 

(v) Unwanted outcome; what will be the said states 

and what to do next. 

 

(C) Composite task element diagram   

The tasks performed either by machine or human are 

normally the combination of many elementary tasks, 

and those elementary tasks are described by basic 

task element diagram. If the composite task element 

is represented by the same form of the elementary 

task element, this composite task element can be also 

utilized as a basic task element. To sum up, the 

composite task element will be generated by the 

combination of individual basic task elements, where 

the following conditions should consider: 

(i) Name; explain its meaning of the composite task  

(ii)  Method of how to synthesize the composite task 

from the selected basic task elements.  

Additional parameters are needed by the synthesis of 

selected elemental tasks which originally have the 

following parameters: 

(i) Action: what to see and by what way to judge 

(ii)  Means: what to do for which by what way 
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(iii)  Right outcome; what‟s target result by what 

criterion to judge as right and what to do next 

(iv) Unwanted outcome; what will be the said states 

and what to do next. 

 

(D) User interface of plant DiD risk monitor 

software 

There are at least two different subjects for 

developing the user interface of plant DiD risk 

monitor system. They are: 

(i) User interface 1 for knowledge base 

management to register, update and delete 

various kinds of diagrams as mentioned in (A), 

(B) and (C), and  

(ii)  User interface 2 for analyzing various aspect of 

risk problem on the target plant system in a 

certain analysis scenario 

 

Following the requirements, the basic idea of 

knowledge-based software for the plant DiD risk 

monitor system can be summarized as:  

(i) essential information of human-machine 

interaction to manage the plant condition in any 

given accident scenario can be represented by 

the software modeling of versatile state 

transitions, 

(ii)  mutual interaction between the different states 

can be generated by simulating the behavior of 

different actors of plant, operator and supervisor,  

(iii)  whether or not the outcome of any interaction 

would be desirable, and  

(iv) what would be the causes to bring undesirable 

outcome should be analyzed by the interactive 

simulation of different actors by using the 

software of the plant DiD risk monitor system.  

 

The DiD risk monitor system designed to realize the 

above ideas consists of three subsystems: 

(i) Knowledge-base editor,  

All knowledge bases (State transition charts, Basic 

task elements, and Composite task elements) will be 

represented by State Chart Diagrams that is created 

using the knowledge-base editor. 

(ii)  Interaction simulator, and  

Plant actor defined by State Chart Diagram will 

conduct on accident simulation, and both the operator 

and shift supervisor also defined by State Chart 

Diagram will conduct on plant monitoring and 

control. It is possible to conduct various different 

simulations by setting different input condition to 

both actors of plant and human operators. 

(iii)  Interaction analyzer.  

By using the simulation results of interaction between 

human and machine, it becomes possible to find 

problems in the procedure and to propose effective 

countermeasures to improve the human factors issues. 

The interaction analyzer is a sort of application 

software system for specific purpose by utilizing the 

interaction simulator result with appropriate 

knowledge-bases constructed by the knowledge-base 

editor. In section 4, both the knowledge-base editor 

and interaction simulator are explained with the 

SBLOCA scenario in AP1000 plant which was given 

in the research paper 
[9]

. 

 

3 The plant DiD risk monitor system 

software development 

3.1 Knowledge-base editor 

The plant DiD risk monitor system has three 

categories of the knowledge-base: state transition 

diagram, basic task element, and composite task 

element, in order to simulate specific human-machine 

interaction. In the area of software engineering, any 

knowledge-base information can be modeled by 

"State Chart Diagram" as defined in Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) Ver. 2.0
[10]

. 

 

The Knowledge-based editor was developed as a 

plug-in of Integrated Development Environment 

"Eclipse"
[11]

 with the use of Graphical Editing 

Framework "GEF"
[12]

. Those software modules and 

the libraries only depend on Java, an object oriented 

programming language which does not depend on 

any platforms, and therefore software system of DiD 

risk monitor to be developed on those software 

environment can be installed on any Windows-PC or 

Macintosh-PC. 

 

The knowledge-based editor mainly has three 

functions: 

(i) Describe basic task element diagram, 

(ii)  Describe composite task element diagram, and 

(iii)  Describe system status change condition. 

The system is designed in the hierarchical structure. 

The basic task element diagram is used when the user 

is editing one of the basic task elements of 
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human-machine interaction by the form of "State 

Chart Diagram". The composite task element diagram 

acts as the upper level of the basic task element 

diagram. The composite task element diagram can 

also be used as the element in its upper level models. 

The AND and OR logics can model the machine 

status working logical condition. 

 

Figure 3 is the snapshot of the knowledge-base editor, 

in which a canvas in the center of the screen shows 

"State Chart Diagram" during its editing. The users 

can drag and drop a state, a label and so on, by 

selecting it from the right side area named 

"Components" and dragging into the canvas. A 

“transition line” between the states can be drawn by 

Connection tool in the upper-right area named 

“Palette”. The role of transition line is to connect a 

source state to the target state by an arrow line. It also 

holds several event handlers to make this state 

transition. When a certain event is generated, then the 

handler for this event makes the state transition to 

execute the script which is defined as the action of 

this event handler. The users can write command 

sequences in Java style program as the action.  

 

Concretely, the users can define the following 4 types 

of events and its handlers:  

(i) Actor External Event: The generated event can 

be handled by the other actors. For example, the 

plant actor generates an alarm by itself as an 

"Actor External Event". Other actors like an 

operator and a supervisor handle this event as 

reaction to the occurred alarm. The operator 

actor generates an "Actor External Event" which 

means operator's action in the plant actor. The 

plant actor reacts with the operation action by 

handling this event. Therefore, the interaction 

among actors is simulated by sending and 

handling the "Actor External Events". Event 

generator, generated place and the meaning of 

the event used in example simulation are 

summarized in Table 2.  

(ii)  Actor Internal Event: An actor can generate the 

event to handle by himself/herself. 

(iii)  Primary Event: The state becomes active or 

inactive, and the events (OnEntry/OnExit) are 

generated by the system automatically. The 

users can define the action scripts to be executed 

in that timing. These events are named "Primary 

Events". 

(iv) Timer Event: The event is generated after its 

pre-defined duration time. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  The knowledge-base editor. 
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3.2 The hierarchical design of the software 

The software is designed that the system can be 

modeled in hierarchical manner. There is no required 

limitation for the hierarchical levels. That is to say 

the models can be designed in any hierarchical level 

according to the actual system. The top level is the 

actor level and the following level is the main 

function or sub systems in corresponding actor. Then 

the last level is the detailed devices for each system. 

 

In the AP1000 example system models in section 4, 

there are three actors in the top level model that are 

OPERATOR actor, PLANT actor, and SUPERVISOR 

actor. For OPERATOR actor and SUPERVISOR 

actor, there are two levels shown as Fig. 4. The 

second level of the OPERATOR actor is the 

operator ‟s confirmation information for each system, 

the operation to the system and the report to the 

supervisor about the system status. The second level 

of the SUPERVISOR is the orders to the operator 

from the supervisor. 

 
SUPERVISOR 

Actor

OPERATOR 

Actor

Confirmation Operation
Report to the 

supervisor

Order to the 

operator

Top 

Level

Second 

Level

Main function

 
Fig. 4.  The hierarchical structure for the OPERATOR and 

SUPERVISOR actors. 

 

PLANT Actor

Main CMT PRHR ACC ADS1 ADS2 ADS3 ADS4a ADS4b

Sub systems

Top 

Level

Second 

Level

Operation Operation Operation OperationOperation Operation Operation Operation Operation
Third 

Level

Devices Devices Devices DevicesDevices Devices Devices Devices Devices
Fourth 

Level

 
Fig. 5.  The hierarchical structure for the PLANT actor. 

 

For the PLANT actor, there are four levels shown as 

Fig. 5. In the second level, it models the sub systems 

that are designed to cope with the SBLOCA accidents. 

In the third level, the operations such as open or close 

to the sub systems are modeled. And in the fourth 

level, the devices in each sub systems are modeled 

such as the valves. 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Interaction Simulator 

Once users converts all knowledge-base information 

for a given accident scenario into a set of "State Chart 

Diagrams", the users can execute the interaction 

simulation among actors by activating the interaction 

simulator. The result of the interaction simulation is 

given in the time sequential log f ile where generated 

"Actor External Events", executed Log commands 

and Failure commands are recorded. The generated 

"Actor External Events" are the sequence of actor's 

action where the events are recorded by classifying 

into three types of action as shown in Table 2. The 

commands are written in the action of the event 

handler and executed on handling the event. Log 

command is used for recording any text into the log 

file. The user can use it for recording signif icant plant 

situation, an important operator judgment and so on. 

The failure command is used for simulating failures 

committed by actors. 

 

Table 2. Actor External Event and its meaning 

Event generated 

by 

Event generated in 

(Place) 

Type of the 

action 

PLANT actor PLANT actor Alarm 

OPERATOR 

actor 

PLANT actor Operation to the 

plant 

OPERATOR 

actor 

SUPERVISOR 

actor 

Report to the 

supervisor 

SUPERVISOR 

actor 

OPERATOR actor Oder to the 

operator 

 

4 The plant DiD risk monitor 

software application in AP1000 

4.1 AP1000 single loop model in the SBLOCA 

scenario 

The target system is the passive core cooling system 

(PXS) in the AP1000 NPPs. Figure 6 gives the single 

loop model of the PXS during the SBLOCA accident. 

The SBLOCA break is 10-inch cold leg break as 

shown in Fig. 6. Derivation of timing charts which 

describe how the individual components will start 

and stop by the condition of plant parameters is 

indicated in the Fig. 7 and Table 3. These figures and 

tables are summarized from published safety analysis 

report of AP1000. 
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In the first place, it is explained why AP1000 is 

selected as the example system. Basically, the 

AP1000 employs passive safety systems to improve 

the plant safety while reducing the number of active 

safety systems. The major reason of adopting many 

passive safety systems is to decrease the possibility 

of hardware failure and human error.  

Furthermore, the authors of this paper have 

developed the reliability monitor for safety system of 

AP1000 to evaluate its reliability in the event of 

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) with comparing that 

of conventional PWR
[7]

. The last is that the passive 

PRHR, CMT and ADS systems are key safety 

systems designed to mitigate the SBLOCA.  

 

 
 

Fig. 6.  Single loop model of PXS of AP1000[7]. 
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Fig. 7.  Transient sequence behavior of PXS system of AP1000 during SBLOCA[7]. 
 

Table 3. Time sequences of SBLOCA DBA in AP1000 and related actuation signal conditions [13][14] 

Activation 
systems 

Phases of LOCA (injection and 
recirculation phases) 

Detecting 
device  

Actuation signals of RPS, 
PXS and PCCS 

Time (sec) 
from 

LOCA 

Components to be used 
for actuation in different 

phases 

Reactor 

Protection 

system 

Blow-down 

phase 

Reactor scram  
(reactor trip) 

Pressure 
sensors and 

temperature 

sensors 

Hi-neutron flux, low coolant 
flow, over temperature. RCS 

12.41Mpa, 

5.2 sec Reactor trip switchgear 
breakers. 

Safeguard signal 

“S” 

RCS 11.72 MPa 6.4 sec Safety actuation system 

Steam generator 

feedwater  

After trip signals  8.4 sec Feedwater control valve 

close 

Passive 

Core 

cooling 
system 

CMT injection 

system 

RCS pressure 

sensor in 

pressurizer  

Low-2 pressurizer pressure, 

safety injection signals, 

safeguard S signal at 

11.72Mpa  

9.4  to  

85 sec 

CMTs tanks, valves 

V014A to V017A 

PRHR system 9.4 to 3600 

sec 

PRHR-HX,  V108A/B, 

V101 

Main steam 

isolation  

After „„S‟‟ signal 11.2sec Isolation valves start to 

close 

RCP trip  After „„S‟‟ signal 12.4sec Pump trip 

 

Re-fill/ 
Reflood 

Phase 

 

Accumulator start 

which stop CMT 
injection 

RCS pressure 

sensor 

S signal at 4.83Mpa RCS 

pressure  

85 to  

418  
sec  

ACC Tank, valves 

V027A to V029A 

CMT start again 

after Acc empty 

Certain RCS 

pressure 

value 

Accumulator empty  signal 418 to 

1800 

CMTs tanks, V014A  to 

V017A 

ADS 

blow-down 

Phase 

ADS stage 1 (A/B) CMT water 

level sensor 

20sec after 67.5% liquid 

volume fraction in CMT 

750 to 

3600 sec 

ADS 1, 

V001A/B, V011A/B 

ADS stage 2 (A/B) Time delay 

timers 

70sec after ADS-1 actuation 820 to 

3600 sec 

ADS2,V002A/B, 

V012A/B 

ADS stage 3 (A/B) Time delay 

timers 

120sec after ADS-2 actuation  940 to 

3600 sec 

ADS3,V003A/B, 

V013A/B 
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For the operator, it is important to recognize what 

accident is happen. Unfortunately, the operators 

cannot always recognize the accident based on the 

process parameters. In order to demonstrate the 

developed software function, it is assumed that the 

operator successfully recognize that the SBLOCA has 

happened. In AP1000, there is no need of the active 

human operations during the SBLOCA accident but 

the operator need to confirm the status. So the 

operator confirmation is modeled as the interaction 

between the OPERATOR and the PLANT actors. In 

the Fig. 8 gives the task transition diagram for 

SBLOCA. The task transition of the plant safety 

systems will start by the occurrence of small break in 

primary loop followed by the sequence of automatic 

actions of reactor protection system (No.1) and then 

passive core cooling system (No.2), in order to settle 

the plant process to the successful cold stand by state 

(No.4) and then to cold shutdown by state (No.6), 

while passive containment cooling system (No.3) to 

assure no external FP release (No.5). These 

successful scenarios to protect the plant are so called 

“Third defense layer” of NPP. But failures of No.1 

and No.2 may lead to “core melt accident”. Therefore, 

“Fourth defense layer” will have to be introduced in 

order NOT to develop the core melt accident into 

more serious stage of severe accent. On the other 

hand, the failure of No.3 will lead to “FP release to 

the environment”. And offsite emergency measures to 

cope with radioactive release to the environment will 

be “Fifth defense layer”. 

 

The example configuration of plant operators and 

communications rules between each other are 

illustrated in Fig. 9 which is modeled as the 

configuration of actors in the plant. 

Core melt accident

Passive 

containment 

cooling system

No.3

No external FP 

release

No.5

FP release to the environment

Failure of severe accident 

measures may bring FP 

release to the environment

Failure of emergency 

measures may bring 

radioactive hazard to the 

environment

Passive core 

cooling system

No.2

Reactor 

protection system

No.1

Successful cold 

standby state

No.4

Cold shutdown

No.6

s s s

s

FF

F

Small break 

in primary 

loop

P

 
Fig. 8.  Task transition diagram of AP1000 for SBLOCA. 

 
Shift supervisor

Task

MMI

Judge plant state

Order to operators

Main console

Reactor operator

Task

MMI

Monitor and operate

Reactor board

Roving operator

Task

MMI

Move to indicated 

spot to check and 

take action

Control panel

Tools

Turbine operator

Task

MMI

Monitor and operate

Turbine board

Order

(Handy phone)

R
ep

o
rt

Report

Order

O
rd

er

 

Fig. 9.  Example operators configuration and communication 

path diagram. 

 

4.2 The plant DiD risk model of the AP1000 

The plant DiD risk model is modeled for the systems 

with the assumption and procedure in section 4.1. In 

the current model, the knowledge base is modeled for 

the successful scenario than the failure scenario 

knowledge base. Fig. 10 gives the top "State Chart 

Diagram" of the plant. In the configuration, there are 

three actors as OPERATOR actor, PLANT actor and 

SUPERVISOR actor. The "State Chart Diagram" is 

designed in the hierarchical manner. Fig. 10 also 

shows the hierarchical decomposition of the plant 

actor by "State Chart Diagram". For each subsystem, 

there are several devices in the subsystem diagram 

and each system performs its safety function during 

the SBLOCA accident.  

 

ADS stage 4 
(a/b/c/d) 

Time delay 
timers  

20.0% liquid volume fraction 
in CMT and 551sec after 

ADS3 actuate 

1491 to 
3600  

sec 

ADS 4,  
V004a/b/c/d, 

V014a/b/c/d 

IRWST 
injection 

phase 

IRWST gravity 
injection lines flow 

RCS pressure 
& CMT water 

level sensor 

RCS pressure less than 89.6 
KPa/13psi plus containment 

pressure 

1800 to 
3600 sec  

IRWST tank, IRWST 
screen1, V121A  to 

V125A 

Recirculation 
sump phase 

Recirculation 
injection lines flow  

IRWST low 
level water 

sensor 

IRWST low-3 level signal  3600  
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For example, the "State Chart Diagram" in Fig. 11 

models Passive Residual Heat Removal (PRHR) 

system. After 3 seconds delay, the system works 

when one of the valves named "V108A" or "V108B" 

is opened and the valve named "V101" is opened. 

The "State Chart Diagram" in Fig. 11 models the 

condition mentioned above. Those icons labeled as 

V108A, V108B and V101 are associated to other 

"State Chart Diagram" which models the function of 

a general valve. An "AND" condition is expressed as 

Join pseudo states. An "OR" condition is expressed as 

that both conditions of the "OPEN V108A" and 

"OPEN V108B" can make transition to the join 

pseudo state. By these ways, "State Chart Diagram" 

can model these logical conditions easily for the 

system status. The PHRH system is always working 

to remove the heat during the accident. 

 

 
Fig. 10.  The top and hierarchical diagram for the AP1000. 

 

Figure 12 provides the detailed diagram for the plant 

actor “Main” icon in Fig. 10, where the details of all 

the transient sequence in the Fig. 7 are modeled by 

"State Chart Diagram". After the pre-determined time 

delay, the corresponding state is executed then the 

internal or external event is generated to run the 

corresponding safety system to cope with SBLOCA 

accident. At the same time, the decrease of reactor 

pressure is described in each state.  

 

Figure 13 shows an operator's knowledge-base to 

cope with reactor trip. This diagram shows that the 

operator‟s ordinary state is in idling state, but the 

reactor trip event or safeguard signal event will occur. 

Then Steam Generator (SG) feed water stop event, 

Main steam isolation or RCS pump trip event will 

follow. The operator will confirm that the plant works 

properly against each of the alarms. A vertical bar on 

the left side of Fig. 13 is a fork pseudo state, 

expressing the branch to parallel processing. This 

figure shows that these three processes should be 

processed in parallel, not in sequence. In this case, 

these three processes for each of the three events 

should be processed in parallel. Each of the states 

named "confirm SG water stop", "confirm Main 

steam isolation" and "confirm RCS pump trip" hold 

an icon. These icons are all associated to the 

corresponding "State Chart Diagram". The name 

below each icon is the target machine name that is 

given to the "State Chart Diagram" as a variable. A 

vertical bar on the right side of Fig. 13 is a join 

pseudo state, expressing the merge to single 

processing and waiting for all parallel processing 

connecting to the join state to finish. Then the 

following diagrams will model the operator to 

confirm other safety systems. 

 

In the Fig. 14, this diagram shows the operator 

behavior of getting the status of the machine and 

comparing the status with the required status such as 

to confirm whether the reactor coolant pump trip or 

not. The actual status is set by the Plant actor and the 

desired status is set by the Operator actor. If the status 

is matched, it generates an internal event and the 

upper diagram handles this event and proceeds to the 

next step. If the status doesn‟t match, the operator 

retries the status confirmation to cope with delaying 

the status change, and reports to the supervisor that 

the confirmation is failed. After a certain order is 

given by the supervisor, the operator makes operation 

against the plant and retries status confirmation 

repeatedly. 

 

Figure 15 is the model for the supervisor interaction 

with the operator. In this diagram, the group state is 

used as the two states have the same event. Normally, 

the supervisor is in idle state. But if the operator 

reports that the state confirmation failed, the 

supervisor will order the operator to make some 

operation and the supervisor gives up without any 

order to the operator after several times. 
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Fig. 11.  The detailed diagram for PRHR in the plant actor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12.  The detailed diagram for “Main” in plant actor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13.  The detailed diagram for the operator actor. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14.  The detailed diagram for the confirm action. 
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Fig. 15.  The detailed diagram for the supervisor actor. 

 

4.3 The AP1000 model simulation results in the 

plant DiD risk monitor system 

The interactions among the different actors such as 

between the supervisor and the operator are given as 

the time sequential log. Figure 16 gives the 

interaction simulation result among the actors. In the 

simulation results they can be easily got that the 

service of the safety system as the PLANT actor, the 

action to the PLANT actor and the report to the 

SUPERVISOR actor from the OPERATOR actor and 

the order to the OPERATOR actor from the 

SUPERVISOR actor. 

 

The plant DiD risk monitor system can simulate the 

failures of the devices. In the software, there are two 

ways to set the malfunctions. First, the malfunction 

can be set during the simulation using the failure 

commands. Second, the malfunction can be edited 

and insert before the simulation. Fig. 17 shows all the 

malfunctions for AP1000 LOCA models. Then the 

malfunctions can be selected and insert to the 

simulation. In simulation, all valves (V002A, V012A, 

V002B and V012B) belongings to the ADS2 system 

are simulated as stuck closed by inserting the 

malfunctions as shown in Fig. 18. The value 1 means 

there are failure in the simulat ion and value 0 means 

there are no failure. 

 

In the software, the malfunction can be set to 

recoverable or not. If the failure is recoverable, 

during the simulation the operator report the failures 

and the supervisor orders the operator to make 

operation, then the devices will be operated 

successfully. If the failure is not recoverable, even if 

the operator makes operation following the 

supervisor ‟s order, the devices are still in failure 

state. After trying several times, the supervisor will 

give up and then continue to following functions. 

 

The following gives the simulation results that the 

ADS2 system malfunction is inserted and they are 

recoverable. So after the operator making operation, 

the system is working successfully. The detailed 

results are at the bottom of Fig. 16. 

a) The valves stuck closed at 12:50:28.  

b) The operator confirmed it and reported to the 

supervisor at 12:50:30.  

c) The operator tried to open the valves manually 

by the order of supervisor at 12:50:31. 

The ADS2 is confirmed OK at 12:50:31. 
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Fig. 16.  A part of interaction simulation result. 

 

 
Fig. 17.  Failures for the AP1000 PXS models. 

 
Fig. 18.  Failure insertion for the devices. 

 

5 Conclusions and future work 

Based on the proposed risk monitor system, the plant 

DiD risk monitor system was designed and developed. 

The requirement of the plant DiD risk monitor 

software was summarized as how to model the 

system by the object oriented software based on 

functional modeling approach. And the software was 

developed using the UML to model the 
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knowledge-based information in the form of "State 

Chart Diagram". First the basic task can be modeled 

by "State Chart Diagram" in the lower level. Then the 

complicated tasks can be modeled effectively and 

easily by combining the bas ic task as the part in the 

upper level.  

 

The passive safety AP1000 plant was studied and 

modeled using the software considering the SBLOCA 

as the design basis accident. It is shown that all 

knowledge-base information essential to simulate 

human-machine interactions can be modeled in the 

form of the "State Chart Diagrams". Once the users 

model the basic task in the "State Chart Diagrams", 

more complicated tasks can be modeled by "State 

Chart Diagram" effectively and easily by combining 

them as the parts. So the large knowledge-base for 

the NPP may be made with small effort by the 

technique. It is demonstrated that the modeling of 

human-machine interaction by applying "State Chart 

Diagram" is graphically made, and it is easy to 

understand by the user intuitively. And the interaction 

among the actors can be simulated and simulation 

results are shown as the time sequence log. It is 

further demonstrated that the software can model the 

system in a hierarchical manner and the malfunction 

can be set for the simulation, in the plant DiD risk 

monitor software. The developed software 

demonstrated that it is feasible and convenient to 

model the nuclear power plant knowledge base using 

the software modeling technique.  

 

For the future work, i) the interaction analyzer that is 

designed to evaluate the procedure of the plant will 

be developed to complete the whole software of the 

plant DiD risk monitor system. ii) As the following 

step, the procedure or guideline based model will be 

further researched to more realistically model the 

operation of the plant and the response. iii) 

Furthermore, based on the research results of the 

procedure or guideline based model, we will examine 

the use of symptom based state characteristics within 

the plant DiD risk monitoring system. iv) Then the 

failure probability of the safety systems will be 

modeled using the plant DiD risk monitor system. v) 

Last the communication functions with the human 

operators will be designed and integrated. 
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